
New Member
Checklist

Welcome to Growth Getters! I'm so thrilled
you're here! I can't wait to help you get

focused growth so that you can build the
business of your dreams - on your terms. 

 
This Checklist will help you start as you aim

to finish... on top! 



What is your BIG GOAL? Before we go any further, think about the reason
you joined Growth Getters...A hope, a dream, a goal that you deeply want and
you're hoping GG will help you get there. Write out your BIG GOAL.
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    Watch the Welcome Video and Membership Tour Video on The Growth
Getters "Start Here" Page. Don't skip this step. It will help you get the most
out of your coaching membership.

Checklist

We want you to succeed! 

We've identified the best things you can do to set yourself up for maximum success

with Growth Getters. So go ahead and start working your way through the checklist.

And don't worry, there's no hurry. Take your time and complete each task at your own

pace. 
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     Watch the Foundation Framework series (scroll down on Welcome
Page). Take your time and work through them as you go. Knowing who
your customer is, their problem, how you solve it, and your revenue
streams (even if you already think you know), is going to help with
everything else. 
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     Go watch our Productivity Boost Training, print The GG Daily Planner,
and start using it immediately. You're going to see your productivity go up
instantly with our GG Daily Planner.
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     Schedule your Intro Call with your Accountability Coach (you will find this
on the Scheduling Page). Come with your first big goal in mind and what
steps you think you'll need to take to make it happen.
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     Get a journal that will be specifically for ideas, plans, and notes around
your work inside Growth Getters. You'll appreciate having one notebook
that you can use to take notes during live calls and trainings.
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     Make your growth a priority! Schedule time to work ON your business
with Growth Getters. Otherwise, all the day to day stuff IN your business
will take over your schedule. 
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7     Commit to your success! You made the decision to join Growth Getters
because you want more. Simplify your Big Goal from page 2 of this
workbook into 1 sentence. 

Try, "I will ____________ (goal), through ______________ (how), by
_______________ (date).
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I am so happy you're here! I can't wait to help you get the right things, in the right

places, at the right time.  This is your time! Time for Focused GROWTH!

Leah

Welcome!
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Have a coaching question? Bring it to a Live Call by asking it HERE.

Have a logistical question? Email us at support@thegrowthgetters.com

https://form.jotform.com/210206742175953

